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The main reason to come to church is to encourage someone else.
Hebrews 10:19-26
July 10, 2022
Why you come – and don’t
If I were writing the Bible (and to be clear, no one’s ever asked me to), I would
add an eleventh commandment: “Thou shalt go to church.” Surprisingly, there’s
nothing like that in the New Testament. The closest we come is Hebrews 10:25, where
“meeting together” is part of the text, but it’s not the main point.
In an email this week, I asked you to tell me why you come to church. I put all of
your responses on the screen prior to the service. Here is a sampling.










The place: “It’s a holy place and I need to take off my shoes.” (Claudette
LaFrance)
The feeling: “I feel the joy of the Lord through music.” (Vicki Bowman)
Obedience: “Sometimes just because the Lord asks me to.” (Susan Anauo)
Gratitude: “I’m grateful for the body of Christ.” (Paul Holderman)
Needs: “I remember my desperate need for grace.” (Mary Felkins)
Re-centering: “I can refocus on Jesus.” (Allan Williams)
People: “I love being with my people.” (Heather Hall)
Weekly lift: “I need a boost at least once a week.” (Bruce Yergler)
Scripture: “I am hungry to understand God’s word, and Corinth has a great
menu to fill me up.” (David Duralia)

I also asked you to let me know why you don’t come. Here are some of those
answers –


“We don’t come when we’re on our honeymoon in Hawaii.” Randall and
Paris Sellers were married here in the sanctuary three weeks ago.
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“It’s so much easier to attend online. It saves money and gas.”
“Life has been crazy busy.”
“I don’t come due to my wife’s health issues.”
“We are struggling to engage our children in church.”
“I’m off-put by Evangelicals who speak ‘Jesus’ and embrace Trump.”

Make a plan
There are several ways to read Hebrews 10:19-25. I like to call the writer
Barney. No one knows who wrote the book, but Barney was my grandfather’s name
and I like it better than “the writer of Hebrews” – who may have been Barnabas.
Feel. Barney is feeling it when he comes to this part of the sermon we call
Hebrews. He writes a run-on sentence that encompasses all of today’s reading. No
English translation preserves the grammar, but there’s no hard stop from verse 19 until
the end of 25. You can just read this text and get really excited about it.
And so, dear brothers and sisters we can boldly enter heaven’s Most Holy Place
because of the blood of Jesus by his death Jesus opened a new and life-giving
way through the curtain into the Most Holy Place and since we have a great High
Priest who rules over God’s house let us go right into the presence of God with
sincere hearts fully trusting him for our guilty consciences have been sprinkled
with Christ’s blood to make us clean and our bodies have been washed with pure
water let us hold tightly without wavering to the hope we affirm for God can be
trusted to keep his promise let us think of ways to motivate one another to acts
of love and good works and let us not neglect our meeting together as some
people do but encourage one another especially now that the day of his return is
drawing near. (Hebrews 10:19-25, NLT)
You may be thinking, “He sounds really excited but I didn’t catch much of that.
Observe. Or you can slow down and examine the parts.
Verses 19-21 summarize where we’ve been in Hebrews for the last few weeks.
Writing to Jewish Christians living in a Greek world, quite possibly Alexandria, Egypt,
Barney has been saying why Jesus is better than any other world view. Jesus is better
than an old system of sacrifices that required the blood of bulls and goats offered by a
succession of high priests who could only enter the Holiest Place once a year. Through
the blood of Jesus offered just once we now have access to God.
Barney calls this “a new and living way.” The word “new” might better be
translated “fresh.” As an 11-year-old boy, I once got up early in a Pakistani village to
witness the daily slaughter of a cow for the meat market. I won’t describe the whole
scene in detail, even though it’s vividly imprinted on my brain. But this Greek word
“new” was originally used for “freshly slain.” It came to mean “recent.”
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Because of this fresh approach to God, Barney says, first, let us draw near to God
(22). You’ve been cleaned up inside, and baptism symbolizes it, so let’s get close.
Second, let us hold unswervingly to our hope (23). Why? No matter what is
happening around us, God is faithful. He made and will keep his promises.
Finally, let us consider how we may spur one another on toward love and good
deeds (24). “Consider” is more than just “think about.” It’s more like “conspire” or
“scheme” or “plan.” The plan is to “spur one another on.” It is just what it sounds like –
a “kick in the side” or “a kick in the (wherever else you kick)”. The goal is to motivate
love and good deeds.
We can’t do any of that if we stop meeting together “as some are in the habit of
doing” (25). Positively, we need to be “encouraging” one another. “Barnabas” means
“son of encouragement.”
See. For those of us who are a little more visual, images can help us see what
Barney is trying to say.
What has Barney so excited is that when
Jesus died, the curtain of the temple in
Jerusalem ripped from top to bottom,
dramatically symbolizing that there was no
more barrier between humans and the
presence of God. Matthew, Mark, and Luke all
tell about this dramatic event on Good Friday.
Another image of access may be more powerful for you – Oval Office or Buckingham
Palace or CEO – but none of them rise to the significance of those who were
permanently cut off from seeing or entering the one place that represented the
presence of God.
Isn’t it cool when you know somebody who knows somebody? Last Sunday,
Hickory’s J. T. Poston won the John Deere Classic PGA Tournament. I know him! Well, I
met him. I know his grandmother, Katie Cunningham, better. Through her I feel like I
have access to J.T.
So “let’s do this,” Barney says. He loves these “let us” commands. He’s the
player-coach, the platoon leader, the
Scoutmaster. He’s not saying, “Y’all go do this.”
We’ve got access – let’s get closer to the Lord. I
know it’s tough, but let’s hold on.
My favorite “Let’s” in this text is the
third one – Let’s consider how to spur one
another on. Barney says, “Let’s make a plan.
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Let’s strategize how, in a world that is making it only harder to do the right thing, we
need to make a plan to spur one another on to love and good deeds.
Our world is going deeper into “look out for number one” and “stand up for your
personal rights.” The Christian’s response is not, “Let’s plan how to stand up for our
rights.” Barney says let’s strategize how to
stimulate more love and good deeds. How can
we resist the ways of this world and do more
loving, giving, serving, changing?
The plan should include meeting
together, even though some are no longer in the
habit. To do what? To Barnabas each other. To
come alongside somebody.
Why church
I began by saying that attending church is not the main point of this text. That’s
true, but it’s like saying that breathing is not the main point of living.
Attending church isn’t the main point of this text. Staying close to Jesus is.
Holding on to Jesus is. But going to church is to holding on to Jesus as breathing is to
living.
Freedoms. Don’t come to church because you have to. Come because you get
to. I think there’s a reason the New Testament doesn’t make “Thou shalt go to church”
the Eleventh Commandment. It would just be another burden to keep, as if God were
once again keeping score. The burden of our sins has been fully paid by Jesus. Access to
God isn’t based on coming to church. Membership in this church isn’t based on whether
you attend. You don’t have to. But you have been freed to step right into the presence
of God – whether you’re alone at home, on your honeymoon in Hawaii, or right here in
this place God’s people have set aside.
You’re also free in so many other ways. You’re free to be less than perfect.
You’re free to be with the body of Christ without deciding if they’re worthy of God or
worthy of you. I’ve been reading again a little book by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the World
War II martyr, called Life Together. Bonhoeffer says when we notice another Christian’s
sin or failure, it’s cause for thanksgiving. “Will not his sin be a constant occasion for me
to give thanks that both of us may live in forgiving love of God in Jesus Christ?”
It’s why I “dared” to put the comment on the screen about former President
Donald Trump. I took a Corinth political survey in 2020 before the presidential election.
At that time about a third of our church said they love Trump. Based on the rest of the
survey I’d guess about a third loathe him, and another third are somewhere in the
middle.
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Whether you love President Trump, loathe him, or are somewhere in the middle,
church is a place where you can see those who differ and think, “Thank you, God, that
you love sinners who are so wrong!” Politics is only one example of many.
Use others’ sin to thank God for grace. It’s deeply freeing to love people you find
otherwise very unlovable, even hypocritical. Freedom emerges from our freedom of
access to God. What we have in common is Jesus, not our blind spots or our sins.
Habits. I love that Barney speaks of going to church as a habit. Here’s why good
habits are hard to make and bad ones are easy. When we’re talking about habits, we’re
almost never talking about immediate gratification or consequences. If someone says,
“I’ve developed the habit of exercising daily and it hasn’t made any difference at all,”
you might ask, “How long have you had this habit?” If the answer is, “Three days
already,” you just look at them funny. The same is true of a bad habit. “I’ve been
smoking for a week, and I don’t have cancer.”
My theory is that a lot of people stopped coming to church and realized, nothing
bad happened. Lightning didn’t strike, they didn’t get divorced, they didn’t grow horns.
Or maybe someone tried coming to church, and it didn’t fix everything. The stock
market didn’t rebound, their prayers weren’t answered, they didn’t lose any weight.
Church is a habit, and the benefit requires commitment, faith, perseverance.
Connections. Church is about togetherness. In saying that, I realize not everyone
can be together in person right now. For lots of reasons. I’m so glad we have the digital
option. If you can’t be here in person, online is the next best option.
Having said that, what Barney is emphasizing is what scientists call interpersonal
neurobiology, IPNB. Soon you’ll be hearing more about signing up for our All Church
Retreat this fall. Our speaker is Dr. Curt Thompson, who is a pioneer in integrating IPNB
and Christian spiritual formation.
The connections inside our brain are still being researched, but IPNB is also a
fascinating field. It’s about everything from falling in love to playing with your grandkids
to the people you love or loathe. What’s important for today is that being in one
another’s physical presence is critical to developing that in-Christ INPB. It’s why we do
in-person mission trips, have Sunday School, put our arms around each other, show up
with casseroles, serve in the kitchen.
It’s also why we come to a church service, greet each other, sing hymns and
songs, pray together, share communion, stick around to ask, “How are you?”
Church isn’t just about what it does for you. It’s about how you can encourage
someone else.
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The question I sent out about coming to church was not a trick question. Nor do
I mean to scold anyone for your answer. But it dawned on me last night that only two
people among those I surveyed gave Barney’s reason for going to church.
April Jacob said she comes to church “to provide and receive support.” Joelle
Buckner said “as a testimony to my family and friends.” While it’s true that going to
church has a lot of benefits, that’s not Barney’s reason we should continue meeting
together. We go to encourage others in the body of Christ.
When you’re deciding whether to come to church, think about the impact your
decision might make on someone else’s life with Jesus. Maybe somebody’s wondering if
Jesus is really better. Maybe someone’s wondering if life is worth living. Maybe
someone in your Sunday School class is needing this week’s boost. Maybe someone’s
going through a really hard time and wondering if anyone cares. Maybe they need your
wisdom for a decision or problem. I can tell you your pastors are greatly encouraged to
see you here.
Let’s not miss that final phrase of our passage today. Barney says we need to
encourage one another “all the more as you see the Day approaching.”
I hear from a lot of people who are somewhere between concerned and terrified
about the economy or church attendance or cultural drift or natural disasters or
abortion or political conflicts. One person wrote me yesterday, “The future is filled with
uncertainty. I believe we’re in an apocalyptic moment.”
What I liked is what he said next: “If we ever needed Jesus, it’s now.” For the
Christian, “the Day” is always just around the corner. It’s always the time to be ready
for the Lord’s coming, always the time to come directly into the presence of Jesus with
all those concerns, always the time to find someone to encourage. Amen.
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